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REALbasic Cross-Platform Application  Development

treats REALbasic as a serious development environment and is  targeted to developers with a minimum of programming experience, but who may or  may not be new to the REALbasic platform. Written by a writer and developer with  extensive REALbasic experience with input and guidance from REAL Software, this  book will show you how to take advantage of the new cross-platform abilities of  REALbasic and teach you how to create cross-platform applications. Don't waste  any more time with the other novice-oriented REALbasic books out there. Get  inside this development environment with REALbasic  Cross-Platform Application Development.
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Programming Flex 2: The comprehensive guide to creating rich media applications with Adobe FlexO'Reilly, 2007

	Is there an easier way to build and deliver rich internet applications (RIAs) other than the Flash IDE or Ajax? Absolutely. With Adobe Flex 2, the Flex 2 SDK, and this book, you have all you need to build RIAs. Programming Flex 2 offers you plenty of practical and useful examples that reveal how and why to use a particular feature of Flex 2,...
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Algorithms, Data Structures, and Problem Solving With C++Addison Wesley, 1996
This book was designed for a second course in computer science, which has typically been known as CS-2 Data Structures. The content of CS-2 has been evolving over some time, but there is general agreement that topics such as structures, pointers, and data structures should be taught, along with an introduction to algorithm analysis and a general...
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Applied Technology and Innovation Management: Insights and Experiences from an Industry-Leading Innovation CentreSpringer, 2010
Rapid application of new technologies and highly leveraged innovation processes are key for the success of companies and organizations in dynamic markets. Based on the experiences of one of the industry’s most modern innovation centers this book provides an insight into the tools and methods used to align customer requirements, competitive...
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IMS Multimedia Telephony over Cellular Systems: VoIP Evolution in a Converged Telecommunication WorldJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
IMS Multimedia Telephony service has been standardized in 3GPP as the replacement of the circuit switched telephony service in cellular networks. The multimedia telephony service consists of several service components such as voice, video and text. ‘IMS Multimedia Telephony over Cellular Systems’ provides a comprehensive overview of the...
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Beginning ASP.NET MVC 4Apress, 2013

	By now you’ll have heard of ASP.NET MVC. This exciting new approach to developing ASP.NET web applications has taken the development world by storm over the last few years. Now a mature technology suitable for mainstream use, its adoption has exploded in recent times.


	Until recently, ASP.NET MVC was regarded as an advanced...
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CD-R/DVD Disc Recording DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2000
A-Z guide to data storage for video/audio pros.
For professionals and hobbyists alike, Lee Purcell's CD-R/DVD: Digital Recording to Optical Media is the first and last word on this subject. YouAEll find expert and thorough explanations of CD-R and DVD-RAM technology, including inhouse CD duplication, labeling and printing systems, and Web sites...
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